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SANNA VUORIKOSKI A RESEARCHER FROM
TURKU UNIVERSITY WHO I FOUND ON TINDER,
GAVE ME SEX TWO TIMES AND SOMETHING TO
EAT ONE TIME
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When I was working in Turku at Focusplan, I had of course gotten to know Tinder, which of course
could be a logical activity if you are single, but when I have returned to the past, i.e. the time when I
lived in Turku, from the point of view of a crime reporter, this time appears in a slightly different light
now.

Sanna Vuorikoski, despite Tinder, seems to have been a reserved woman when I met her and when
she tells me to come to her via Tinder and after a couple of flirtations the case is over, I have been left
wondering what is behind the behavior of this "laboratory specialist" woman from the University of
Turku when she is, however, highly an educated woman from the University of Turku. A school that
conducts its illegal research on staged patients of a mental hospital, who, however, seem to be united
by one common factor, namely isolation from the community, which in my crime reporter's eyes is
too favorable a situation when activities are started to be built around these people aimed at
"mixing" them, which unfortunately has happened in many of the cases I have investigated, however,
with different details.

Vuorikoski's behavior in itself in 2015-2016 at the turn of the year did not arouse any particular
strangeness in me at the time, but now it does, because in Finland there is clearly a situation where
our country's problem citizens are being driven to mental hospitals precisely on the research tables of
highly educated researchers like Sanna Vuorikoski, where the minority group of our community is
overrepresented, which is isolated and their behavior deviates from general norms by the diagnosing
nurse.

Vuorikoski, whose academic circle of friends lives on these human rats, whose value measured in
weight is more valuable than gold to Turku University researchers such as Jarmo Hietala and Walta
Maija Helena, and because of this to Turku's medical waste such as Orion.

The most ruthless beast on earth, the white man, has throughout time chased individuals in our
community who can target and justify illegal actions on the part of the authorities, which throughout
history has been carried out by the highly educated, just like Vuorikoski, where his school, the
University of Turku, is completely overrepresented and whose psychiatry professors I have filed a
criminal report with the police of their illegal actions with the staged problem citizens of our country
who appear in their medical studies where they are investigating medically non-existent and
imaginary diseases, but in which the reaction of the patients' brains to various chemical compounds
at the cellular level is studied, the mechanisms of the origin of these imaginary diseases are guessed
and previous guesses are refuted.

WHATMOTIVATES A MOUNTAIN ON TINDER
Because people are always driven by a purpose in their actions, the motives of Sanna's actions are
more of a mystery to me as a criminal investigator, but at least she wasn't looking for a dating partner,
and she didn't seem interested in sex on only 2 occasions, so I'm left wondering if there was
something else behind Sanna's actions...for example, illegal activity with medicine and lonely people
because the mental asylums managed by the University of Turku are full of these human rats for the
use of Vuorikoski's colleagues. If there was no illegal activity in the background of Vuorikoski, which I
will return to in more detail in my article Focusplan, his actions in hindsight could not have been
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controlled like the winds from the north. And as far as I'm concerned, I've had the motivation to meet
Sanna without any kind of illegal or criminal ulterior motives, without commitments or without which
now it's only been two times.

Although Sanna's actions are all in the GRAY area, she is still an extremely strange case when you look
at what is on my research table, i.e. staged problem citizens of our country with imaginary diseases
for the use of medicine and the University of Turku.

APPLICATIONS USED TO SEARCH AND ATTRACT WANTED PEOPLE
At the moment, I have been working with Mark Zuckerberg and the Facebook he developed, which on
the surface is a good thing, but which hides under it the biggest mass search connection and with
which, for example, a person capable of killing Robb Elementary school can be easily searched and
located among the masses, and who, for their age, are what the easiest to take psychiatric
professionals and "re-educate" together with drugs that lower brain functions and with the help of
revenge and anger.

If you look at the case from Tinder's point of view, this application is also the best way to find lonely
single men around whom you can build an activity that will inevitably lead to a staged mental hospital
if there are people like Henriikka Riepponen and Päivi Koki at the reception.

Although Vuorikoski's motives and purpose are shrouded in darkness, meeting him was indeed the
most incredible thing if you look at the case from the perspective of a crime reporter and whether
Vuorikoski's behavior was guided by something other than the northern winds, or worse, criminal
activity.

Whining Bratz and Millionaire heir Minna Nurminen
There is a case in Finland where the millionaire heir to the plane, Minna Nurmi, was staged a fake
kidnapping with money from media mogul Pappa Herlin's lift, so the real perpetrator and planner of
the kidnapping is well known. This kidnapping gave Minna Nurminen the strongest alibi in the world,
i.e. the status of a victim, which, according to the knowledge of the Finnish stupid group, means a
crime-free working area in a country where problem citizens are driven to Turku University's human
rat farms in the name of medically non-existent diseases. A hospital where a dozen private service
providers have swam, the largest of which is piloted by Kone hissine Antti Juhani Herlin's best friend,
Mikael Lilius through his own fund. In addition to this, Kone's foundation finances the University of
Turku, Sanoma media only publishes news that stigmatizes these problem citizens, i.e. human rats,
completely leaving out the other point of view that I represent. In addition to all this, media mogul
papa Herlin declares in a doomsday voice on MTV3 news sometime in 2018-2019 how these problem
citizens need to get treatment, which papa Herlin knows as well as I do that the treatment given to
these human rats is nothing more than medical abuse and being research subjects of Turku University
researchers 100% by their rules.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/fake-kidnapp

https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/fake-kidnapp
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I have already personally contacted our country's police, president and ministers that Minna
Nurminen's possible role in this illegal human trafficking in medicine should be immediately
investigated, but does this not seem to move the coalition and our president Sauli Niinistö, who
graduated from the University of Turku, who owns these human rat farms that are managed by his
degree.
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